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Vengeance
VENGEANCE and the LIFE and DEATH of AL SIMMONS! Al Simmons ups the pressure in his
war with Heaven and Hell. As Spawn and his twisted new allies—Overtkill, Cy-Gor, The Curse,
and The Freak—challenge the powers that be, Al confronts the one enemy he has been hunting
since his return…the sinister demon responsible for his true love’s murder. Also contains the hit
“History of Spawn” from SPAWN #296–297, which recounts Al Simmons’ life as a soldier, and
his death and afterlife as the anti-hero Spawn. Collects SPAWN #291-297
Slocum enjoys good fortune on a riverboat trip on the Mississippi, but his luck turns bad after
his gambling partner is murdered, his winnings stolen, and his girl kidnapped by a voodoo
shaman
LeBaron, who entered the Harvard Medical School at the age of thirty-four, chronicles his
attempts to challenge the medical establishment and to encourage the world's leading training
ground for physicians to produce more humane doctors
Obi was hopeful about life before the set-back of the death of his father, but he battles on
determinedly. His efforts are frustrated however when he is framed for fraud and sentenced to
three years in prison, with hard labour for a crime he did not commit. Embittered and further
rejected by his close friend Obi he decides to avenge himself by becoming a terrorist of the
underworld. A parable of social injustice, harship, lawlessness and terrorism in a third world
country.
Analyzes the medieval dramatic tradition of history plays (Vengeance of Our Lord) on the siege
and destruction of Jerusalem, 70 CE, which enjoyed widespread popularity in the 14th-16th
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centuries in Germany, France, England, Spain, and Italy. Describes the development of the
tradition, and shows how medieval dramatists made use of antisemitic stereotypes and
transformed the distant non-Christian past to address contemporary Christian audiences.
Traces the sources of this dramatic tradition to Hesegippus's translation of Josephus Flavius in
which the fall of Jerusalem is interpreted by Hesegippus as God's punishment of the Jews for
deicide, to Church sermons on the Gospels, and to the Vindicta Salvatoris genre describing
Titus as a recent convert leading a Christian crusade against deicide Jews who reject the true
faith. Includes microfiche reproductions of "Ludus de assumptione beatae Mariae virginis, "
"Gothaer Botenrolle, " and Eustache Marcade's "La vengance Jhesucrist."
Two demonic trolls try to take revenge on Christine and Nick Marino for the killing of the trolls'
parents
At the turn of the century, Manolis sails from his native Crete to revenge the murder of his elder
brother and finds in America a passionately loving but married woman, a priest who tries to
keep him from revenge, and the guilty killer
The war between the States is over, but not all men leave the battlefield to find peace. Andrew
Brevard has vowed vengeance. Is it too late for him to find rest for his soul?
Novice reporter Jessica Babbitt joins an over-the-hill homicide detective and is drawn into a
murder mystery involving five victims who died horrible (identical) deaths. By the author of
Savage Justice. 25,000 first printing.
Examines the assassination of Talaat Pasha, a Turkish officer who ordered the massacre of
Armenians between 1915 and 1923, by Soghomon Tehlirian, a young Armenian

When his horse is stolen before he can ride in a race for a $10,000 prize, money he
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desperately needs to save his sick daughter, Buck Fletcher joins forces with Doc
Holliday find the men responsible for stealing his daughter's hope. Original.
Inspector Thomas Lynley, 8th Earl of Asherton, feels some trepidation as he introduces
his bride-to-be to his mother at the ancestral home of Howenstow in Cornwall. But
Lynley's private concerns are soon forgotten as the brutal murder of a local journalist
requires him to focus on the professional, rather than the personal. The investigation
tears apart powerful ties of love and friendship, shattering the tranquillity of the
picturesque Cornish community and exposing a long-buried family secret. Its
consequences irrevocably alter the course of Thomas Lynley's life.
Spy Girls Jo, Caylin, and Theresa head for Rio to investigate a large Brazilian drugsmuggling operation and must join forces with Diva, owner of Rio's hottest nightspot
and the daughter of the man who killed Jo's father, to stop the crooks. Original.
A Suitable VengeanceHodder Paperbacks
From The Author of the 2009 Winner of the Best Finnish Crime Novel. Tapani Larsson,
a Finnish crime boss, walks out of prison with one thought on his mind: Vengeance.
Wanting to reclaim his gang's honor and avenge those who have wronged him, Larsson
targets Suhonen, the undercover detective who put him in prison. Meanwhile,
Suhonen's best friend, an ex-con himself, wants to wash his hands of crime, but in the
process, is driven deeper into it. With the help of his boss, Lieutenant Takamki, and the
National Bureau of Investigation, Suhonen hunts for the loose thread that could unravel
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the entire gang. But with every string he pulls, he flirts with death itself. Helsinki
Homicide: Vengeance is another thrilling read from Sipila. It is the second of his books
to be translated into English. The first, Helsinki Homicide: Against the Wall, won the
2009 Finnish Crime Novel of the Year Award.
Nothing stirs up Chaos like Vengeance... When Prince Kell returns to Ranello, he finds
his homeland in ashes. The invaders from Thallus destroyed everything he held dear,
leaving him heir to a throne he can’t claim. The thirst for vengeance consumes him and
drives him right into the arms of the most unlikely of rebel leaders. Zara has fought for
months to keep the hopes of the Ranellian people alive. Finding Kell is just the thing
their dying rebellion needs. But as she tries to soothe Kell’s bitterness and turn him into
the leader he’s meant to be, she finds herself desiring the one man she believes she’ll
never have. A man whose heart was broken by a yellow-haired witch named Arden
Soulbearer.
When the man who killed his fiancé gets off scot free, Rob vows to avenge her death
with the help of a mysterious man and "The Circle," a group of people who are all
seeking revenge--no matter what the cost. Original.
They made her into the perfect weapon. Kiyomi Tanaka is the final piece needed to
unlock the deadly threat stalking the remaining Valkyries. After years of sacrifice as the
ultimate femme fatale, she’s prepared to give up everything to find justice. But
suddenly that’s not such an easy choice anymore, because now she has more to lose
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than she ever thought possible: her freedom, the family she’s always longed for…and
the wounded warrior who’s stolen her heart. Now she’s coming after them. Marcus
Laidlaw survived captivity, torture and certain death because of a Valkyrie. Now his
solitary existence has been turned upside down by a team of them determined to hunt
down the corrupt government officials who stole their lives. He’ll do whatever he can to
protect them, but there’s one Valkyrie he’d do anything for—a brave, beautiful survivor
who showed him what it means to live again. And when the unknown threat hovering
over them is finally revealed, Marcus will be forced to do the unthinkable to save the
woman he loves.
Nils Hansen, Commissioner of Security Forces, must venture into the forbidding
environs of Northworld, where previous explorations have mysteriously vanished
Examines the workings of the criminal justice system of the Southern United States and
discusses the influence of class and race on the development of Southern crime and
justice
At last free from the brutal training regime of the Gladiators. Marcus will not rest until he finds
his mother. With a letter from Caesar instructing all who cross his path to help him, he begins
his search for Decimus, the tyrant who killed his father and made his mother a slave. But
Ancient Greece is ruled by deceit and corruption. Many do not want to see Marcus succeed.
Many more would rather see him dead. As the most powerful men in the country plot against
him. Marcus will need more than strength to survive his final battle . . . The fourth book in the
epic series by bestselling author Simon Scarrow www.gladiatorbooks.co.uk
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Documents the efforts of a tiger conservation leader who was forced to hunt a man-eating tiger
through the brutal Siberian winter, an effort that familiarized him with the creature's history,
motives and unique method of attack.
When a preacher, a lawyer, an auto mechanic, and an insurance salesman are murdered by
someone who drives a 1964 white Pontiac, Sheriff Bramlett must investigate a tumultuous era
of night-riders, church burnings, and Klansmen and discovers a dark secret that could threaten
his own life. Reprint.
A bullet from a Yankee sharpshooter's rifle blasts a Rebel captain out of hissaddle unleashing
the most devastating weapon the Confederacy has--Dusty Fog.And it will cost the Yankees
dearly . . .
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